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About This Game
From the genre of Tower Defense, in this game you will battle as an mercenary, hired by one of the kingdoms in war, the king
demand you to command the mercenaries and defend strategic points with your experience on the battlefield in extremely
dangerous places.
Place different towers around each level, your strategy can turn you into a hero of the kingdom.
Lots of levels in extreme places of the planet are awaiting for you, in each level you will encounter different terrains which will
test your skills against the enemies of the kingdom.

About the Gameplay
Each level will be more difficult.
Soldiers will appear often and outnumber.
The more you progress on the levels, more different will need to be your strategy to win.
Some levels will be longer than others.
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call of the mighty warriors gameplay. call of the mighty warriors
This game is a great example of why Steam need a barrier for entry.. Pixel Art: 1/5
Immersion: 1/5
Gameplay: 1/5
Controls: 1/5 (Cannot cancel out of menus)
Value: 1/5 (Not even for free)
-------------Overall 1.0
Please follow my Pixel Art Curation to discover other great games...

This game is just a mess and it is sad that it can even make it to Steam and dupe people out of their money!
It has to be the worst thing I have ever seen build in Unity...It is a school project at best and should not be available for sale.
It has a supposed tutorial, which only tells you what the icons are, but gives no real indication as to the games purpose and
mechanics.
It is nothing enjoyable to even look at :(
Just avoid at all costs!

NOTICE: These are my opinions about the experience I had playing this game. I share them in hopes that people who are like
minded will either enjoy a suggested game, or avoid frustration wasting time and money on something I felt was a personal
waste. Please feel free to comment positively, but know that anything that trolls or is just simply negative comments will be
quickly deleted. The reality is, that my reviews are for people who do not own the game, not to initiate philosophical dialogue
about it. If you are passionate about this game, please feel free to share that in your own review.
Funny nobody every trolls or bashes a positive review on steam ;)
. This game is a great example of why Steam need a barrier for entry. This is the worst kind of quick, talentless, Unity cash grab
games ever made. It’s embarrassing that this is even listed as a game on steam.
Idle farming the Steam cards to sell is the only way to derive any sort of enjoyment out of this half baked pile of poo.. It was a
mighty mistake ...
. Annoying music, no tutorial, bad art. It's not good. I don't even feel like writing about it. Getting a refund. Only got it because I
had a coupon for it ;). Look at the trailer. It is that♥♥♥♥♥♥to play. Wayyyy to slow of a scrolling speed, no zoom option, no
option to make time fly. There are so many options missing.. This game straight up sucks.
I realized that this review wasn't very helpful based on 2 people that said it wasn't, so I thought that I would update it, since this
review would straight up suck if that's all I said, so here is more information that may help:
This game is for you if you like:
1. boring music
2. crappy graphics
3. not knowing what any upgrade does
4. upgrading your tower but find out it doesn't actually do any additional damage
This game just feels a bit unpolished and not even worthy of being called a Computer Science project (if that's what this is)..
First of all, I don't recomand this game because it isn't good YET, it has potential, but right now, it just makes me laugh really
hard.. pretty good game
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I don't recomand this game because it isn't good YET, it has potential, but right now, it just makes me laugh really hard.. The
game has much potential as a fun, cheap little game but there is no tutorial which is quite offputting, there is work to be done
there. I would wait until the game is a tad more devoleped to buy it but it has potential. This tower defense game is bold and
boring. Nothing makes this game fun.. Good Game to pass time :D. S C T A E R A D M S. This is the worst kind of quick,
talentless, Unity cash grab games ever made.. I laughed For about 30 minutes just because of how silly your hundreds of
inactive soldiers look and because of how your unit cooldown is inconsistant.. game play. just another bad gaming trying to get
in some cash
2018/2019:
New update for Andarilho (V.2018.8.9.EA) and a few consideration about the future updates for the games. (Full description
[scjogos.com])
In the meantime, you can follow our publisher page if you like and you can also enjoy our bundles to get a good discount..
Halloween Sales!:
Hello everybody!
You can buy everything with a big discount during the Halloween sales, here is a list of all the bundles available for you:
Andarilho Collection
Barro Collection
Ninja Stealth Collection
SC Jogos Collection [Games + DLCs]
SC Jogos Collection [Games]. DRM and Keys:
DRM
Note: If you use Windows 7 or higher, ignore this part.
Since Valve is planning to stop supporting the Windows XP and Windows Vista operating systems, I will make the DRM
optional.
You will be able to launch the game without the Steam client, but, you will have the following restrictions:

Downloadable content (DLCs), the content from the DLCs will only be available if you launch the game through Steam.
Trading cards, you have to launch the game through Steam client to receive them, as usual, since they are a feature from
Steam.
Achievements, also works only if you start the game through Steam client.
Updates, since the game is hosted on Steam server, without the client you will not be able to update the game anymore.
As you can see, there will be some restrictions if you run the game outside Steam, but, this is the only way to maintain the game
available for you if you cannot use the client anymore.

------------------------------//------------------------------. Under new management:
Hi guys!
For those who do not know, Camaquem was a group a while ago but we ended up splitting the group and it turned into 2
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different publishers, Camaquem and SC Jogos.
Now, after some negotiations, SC Jogos bought back the games Call Of The Mighty Warriors and Cube Land Arena and I will
continue to develop those games for now on.
So, stay tuned because soon we will have some new stuff for the games. Any ideas and/or suggestions are always welcome!
. DLCs will be removed from the store.:
Hello guys, I'm here to announce that I have decided to remove all the DLCs from the store. If you already own one or more
DLCs the content from these DLCs will continue to be available for you.
After 2 years of feedback from the players (mostly negative) about the DLCs and after some considerations I have decided to
remove it permanently from the store.
The following games will be affected:

Andarilho:. V.2019.1.0:
New version with some bug fixes, improvements, levels more balanced and achievements.. New enemies:
Dear Warriors, we have released today a small update which includes a range of new enemies (knights). Since the game does not
have too much different enemies we are launching this update today, we hope you enjoy it. Stay tuned to further releases.
Qapla' !!!
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